The policy of Annals of Nuclear Medicine on duplicate submission

Redundant or duplicate submission in biomedical journals is principally unacceptable. The editorial
board of ANM would like to remind you of the journal’s policy as follows:

ANM defines, according to the policy of the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors
(ICJME) (http://www.icmje.org/publishing_4overlap.html), that redundant or duplicate publication is
a paper that overlaps substantially with one already published in print or electric media. This
typically consists of conditions including the subject or study populations, the methodology, and the
results and their interpretation identical or similar to the prior publication. Taking material including
tables, figures and data from the author’s own prior publication is considered redundant publication
or self-plagiarism. A paper that covers the same topic with only minor or incremental changes to
prior papers is also considered redundant publication. Redundant or duplicate publication includes
fragmented publication or salami slicing which publishes portions of data from the same study in
multiple papers. The author should alert the editor at submission if the manuscript carries any
aforementioned condition. In addition, the author should explain the reason why the particular paper
is not regarded as redundant.

ANM will accept secondary publication only provided that the following conditions are met.
1. The authors have received approval from the editors of both journals.
2. The paper for secondary publication is intended for a different group of readers.
3. The secondary version faithfully reflects the data and interpretations of the primary version.
4. The footnote on the title page of the secondary version informs readers, peers, and documenting
agencies that the paper has been published in whole or in part and states the primary reference.
5. The authors should obtain permission for the secondary usage of materials from copyright
holders provided that copyright is effective in any media.
6. Secondary publication is permitted only after the approval of the editorial board.

Contributors should realize that submission of the same materials in multiple languages is also
recognized as duplicate submission if the aforementioned permission is not obtained.
Suspicious cases of duplicate submission are judged according to Springer policy on publishing
integrity

(http://www.springer.com/?SGWID=0-102-2-1145421-0&changeHeader)

and

the

flowcharts of The Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) (http://publicationethics.org/). We
recommend readers to refer to them.

Penalties will be possibly imposed on not only the first author

but all coauthors of articles to which final decision of redundant or duplicate publication is made.

http://www.springer.com/journal/12149

